
Effective Internet measurement raises daunting issues for the research community and funding
agencies. Improved understanding of the structure and dynamics of Internet topology, routing, work-
load, performance, and vulnerabilities remain a disturbingly elusive priority, in part for lack of large-
scale distributed network measurement infrastructure available to scientific researchers. The dearth
is understandable; measurement of operational Internet infrastructure involves navigating more com-
plex and interconnected dimensions than measurement in most scientific disciplines: logistical, finan-
cial, methodological, technical, legal, and ethical. CAIDA has been navigating these challenges with
modest success for fifteen years, collecting, coordinating, curating, and sharing data sets for the In-
ternet research and operational community in support of Internet science. With previous NSF (CRI)
and other funding, we have been able to design, implement, deploy, and operate a relatively small
but secure platform capable of performing various types of Internet infrastructure measurements and
assessments. We propose to upgrade and extend – in geographic scope as well as function – this
active measurement instrument (Ark) to provide academic researchers an unprecedented laboratory
in which to quickly design, implement, and easily coordinate the execution of experiments across a
widely distributed set of dedicated monitors.

In September 2007 Ark began to support ongoing global Internet topology measurement and map-
ping, and Ark now gathers the largest set of IP topology data for use by academic researchers. We
are using the best available, but still rudimentary, techniques for IP topology mapping, and we also
make several processed data sets (AS-links, AS relationships) available as ”soft infrastructure” to re-
searchers. We propose to deploy new techniques, as well as supporting software for analysis, annota-
tion, topology generation, and interactive visualization of resulting annotated Internet graphs.

More importantly, we have demonstrated, and now wish to operationalize, the ability for this in-
frastructure to serve other researchers undertaking macroscopic studies of the Internet. Our first two
experiments with external use of the infrastructure resulted in publications in the Internet Measure-
ment Conference in 2008 and 2009.

We look forward to to a broad cross-section of research communities making substantial use of
our Internet measurement infrastructure. Our top infrastructure development priorities are: (1) add
monitors in geographic and topological areas we lack coverage; (2) improve tools for processing raw
topology data, to enable an unprecedented range of Internet mapping research while reducing the
burden on individual researchers and students to achieve results; (3) enhance and develop new soft-
ware modules to support new types of experiments and validation. We propose to conduct annual
workshops to collect, synthesize, and plan implementation of feedback on infrastructure operation.

Sustainable funding for large-scale measurement instrumentation past the span of a given funded
research project has eluded the‘ Internet research community, which has inhibited the creation of an
underlying discipline that formalizes our observations and understanding of this complex networked
system. By lowering the cost in time and effort needed to implement a measurement idea, Ark al-
lows researchers to test and evaluate more experimental, sophisticated, and risky ideas, and facilitates
integration of measurements and data into course curricula. The data currently provided by our in-
frastructure has strengthened the intellectual merit of a wide range of network modeling, simulation,
analysis, and theoretical research activities. The broader impacts of the proposed work are reflected in
the new types of research and data enabled, including historical Internet studies, evaluation of future
Internet architectures, and empirical grounding for the emerging discipline of network science.
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Project Description: Internet Laboratory for Empirical Network Science (iLENS)

1 Overview: Internet Measurement

We now critically depend on the Internet for our professional, personal, and political lives. This
dependence has rapidly grown much stronger than our comprehension of its underlying struc-
ture, performance limits, dynamics, and evolution. Fundamental characteristics of the Internet
are perpetually challenging to research and analyze, and we must admit we know little about
what keeps the system stable. As a result, researchers and policymakers deal with a trillion-dollar
ecosystem essentially in the dark, and agencies charged with infrastructure protection have little
situational awareness regarding global dynamics and operational threats. To make matters worse,
the few data points available suggest a dire picture, shedding doubt on the Internet’s ability to
sustain its growth and role as the world’s communications substrate.

Situational awareness and architectural innovation face the same obstacles as empirical Inter-
net science: cost of technology deployment; radically distributed ownership of constituent parts;
and an operational climate that generally disincents sharing data. With previous NSF (CRI), DHS,
and non-government sources of funding, we have been able to design, implement, deploy, and
operate – a relatively small but secure infrastructure and operating system platform that supports
large-scale active measurement studies of the global Internet. We propose to upgrade and extend –
in geographic scope as well as function – this active measurement instrument (Ark [1]) to provide
academic researchers a laboratory in which to quickly design, implement, and easily coordinate
the execution of experiments across a widely distributed set of dedicated monitors.

More importantly, we have demonstrated – and now wish to operationalize – the ability for
this infrastructure to serve other researchers undertaking macroscopic studies of the Internet. Our
first two experiments with external use of the infrastructure resulted in publications in the (pre-
mier in our field) Internet Measurement Conference in 2008 and 2009. In 2008 we worked with
the University of Waikato to use Ark to assess the relative performance and efficiency of various
topology probing methods, the results of which informed our own topology probing configura-
tion. In 2009 we supported the MIT spoofer analysis project [2] by deploying traffic listeners at
Ark monitors, which collected UDP probes from spoofer test clients, and forwarded the traffic to
an MIT server for analysis of the extent of ‘spoofable’ networks, i.e., networks configured to allow
IP packets with forged source addresses to reach the global Internet (giving haven to attackers).

Our top infrastructure development priorities are: (1) add monitors in geographic and topo-
logical areas we lack coverage; (2) improve tools for processing raw topology data, to enable
an unprecedented range of Internet mapping research while reducing the burden on individual
researchers and students to achieve results; (3) enhance and develop new software modules to
support new types of experiments and validation. We propose to conduct annual workshops to
collect, synthesize, and plan implementation of feedback on infrastructure operation.

Section 2 describes the infrastructure and architecture of the Archipelago (Ark) system, includ-
ing deployment status, features, and limitations, as well its relationship to other Internet mapping
efforts. Section 3 reviews projects that Ark monitoring and data infrastructure support. Section 4
presents our proposal for turning Ark into a more powerful Internet science laboratory to sup-
port national as well as global needs. Section 5 provides examples of research activities enabled
by Ark. The remaining sections describe proposed workshops project performance metrics, team
qualification, and management plan.
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Figure 1: As of mid-July 2009, there are 37 Ark monitors in 23 countries.

2 Archipelago active measurement platform

Archipelago (Ark) [1] is CAIDA’s newest active measurement infrastructure, the next genera-
tion of the skitter-based active measurement infrastructure [3] that CAIDA operated for nearly
a decade. Ark consists of several dozen standard PC’s deployed around the world, running soft-
ware that allows them to operate as a coordinated secure measurement platform capable of per-
forming various types of Internet infrastructure measurements and assessments. Mission-specific
funding constraints have thus far focused Ark measurements and analysis on a specific infras-
tructure protection goal: integration of state-of-the-art measurement and analysis capabilities to
try to build a coherent view of Internet topology. In September 2007 we began to use this novel ar-
chitecture to support ongoing global Internet topology measurement and mapping, and are now
gathering the largest set of IP topology data for use by academic researchers. We are using the
best available techniques for IP topology mapping, but have empirically demonstrated that these
state-of-the-art techniques are still quite rudimentary, and we propose to deploy new techniques,
as well as supporting software for Internet data analysis, annotation, topology generation, and
interactive visualization of resulting large annotated Internet graphs.

Figure 1 depicts the 37 active Ark monitors deployed as of August 2009: 12 in North Amer-
ica, two in South America, 12 in Europe, one in Africa, five in Asia, and two in Oceania. We
try to deploy at least 10 Ark monitors per year, in geographically as well as organizationally di-
verse locations, to comprehensively sample the global Internet topology. We try to obtain IPv6
connectivity where available, and 8 deployed monitors have working IPv6 connectivity today.
The majority of monitors are currently deployed in academic/research organizations, but recently
commercial ISPs became more interested in participating. As an additional incentive for organi-
zations to host Ark nodes, we developed a set of web pages showing per-node connectivity and
gathered performance statistics, as exemplified in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Round-trip time (RTT) vs. geographic distance for traces to 637k destinations from two
Ark nodes. Clustering of RTTs reflects the geographic distances of those IP addresses from the
monitor.

A brief discussion of related Internet measurement infrastructures will illustrate how we can
fill a gap in the Internet research community. Several research infrastructures have supported lim-
ited active measurements in the past but are no longer funded [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. WIDE’s recent Gulliver
project based in Japan is deploying active measurement hosts in developing countries [9] to sup-
port Internet connectivity and performance measurements from those regions. PlanetLab [10], a
widely-deployed network testbed for distributed computer systems research, supports limited but
useful active network measurements. For example, iPlane [11] is an active measurement project
that uses the PlanetLab infrastructure (in addition to public traceroute servers) to gather topology
and latency information for a particular application – reasonably accurate predictions of path per-
formance, without a necessarily accurate picture of topology [12]. The same researchers have used
PlanetLab to operate the Hubble [13] monitoring system, which monitors BGP feeds, continuous
pings, and event-triggered traceroute and other probes in a continuous search for Internet reacha-
bility problems. While PlanetLab is an ideal platform for researchers to launch some measurement
services, it is difficult or impossible to do certain types of measurement research on PlanetLab be-
cause of CPU load, its academic site bias, its limited resources, and its Acceptable Use Policies [14].
These limitations on types and scope of measurements supported by other infrastructures were
part of the motivation for developing Ark [15].

Other active measurement projects consist of software on fully decentralized hardware, such
as NetDimes [16], or as plug-ins to BitTorrent applications intended to improve performance of
that application [17]. Ark has distinct but complementary features to these platforms, and fills a
recognized gap in the research community [18]. The next sections explain the architectural features
that enable Ark to transform Internet science: easy and low-cost development and rapid prototyp-
ing, dynamic and coordinated measurements, and external measurement services. Ark’s centrally
administered system with few login accounts and a dedicated system administrator help mitigate
the potential security problems that face more general purpose infrastructures. (Ark users will
also sign acceptable use policies for access to any pieces of Ark infrastructure.)
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2.1 Easy development and rapid prototyping

Easy development and rapid prototyping are important factors, not only in increasing productiv-
ity, but in how they promote discovery. By lowering the cost in time and effort needed to imple-
ment a measurement idea, a researcher can explore more experimental and risky ideas (which may
have a high return) and increase the sophistication of implemented techniques. These benefits will
hopefully lead to better and more useful measurements.

Ark supports rapid prototyping by promoting software development at a high-level of abstrac-
tion using dynamic scripting languages and pre-built API’s and services. We adopt Ruby [19] as
the primary implementation language for measurements and create libraries tailored for topology
measurements. In particular, we provide a library for controlling all aspects of the scamper [20]
topology measurement tool from a Ruby script (Section 3.1 has details on scamper). By interact-
ing with scamper over a network connection, a client can control and steer its measurements. In
this arrangement, scamper acts as the general-purpose measurement engine, handling the details
of efficiently parallelized traceroute, ping, and more sophisticated measurements such as alias
resolution and load-balanced multipath enumeration [21]). A user’s Ruby script commands the
process, selecting targets, frequency, and specific kinds of measurements. Although scripting is
the preferred mode of development, Ark does not preclude low-level development work using
languages like C or C++, or the direct execution of stand alone measurement tools. We also hope
to provide a high-level API for direct packet generation, capture, and analysis, taking inspiration
from efforts such as Scriptroute [22], Metasploit Framework [23], and Scapy [24].

2.2 Dynamic and coordinated measurements

At its simplest, a measurement infrastructure executes a pre-configured set of measurements to
a static set of targets. However, many desirable measurements require dynamism and coordina-
tion among measurement nodes. For example, we may want to estimate path diversity within a
given announced network segment (prefix), and we could find it out by using a set of monitors to
probe the prefix in a binary-search pattern, continually subdividing the prefix until we no longer
observe path diversity. As another example, we may want to monitor a set of target prefixes, e.g.,
containing some critical infrastructure, with low frequency pings and traceroute, and then trigger
more comprehensive measurements from many vantage points upon detection of unreachability
or path change (to detect prefix hijacking, for instance) [25].

A distinguishing feature of Ark is its focus on coordination – planning, executing, and control-
ling an ensemble of distributed computations [26, 27]. Coordination allows the heterogeneous
pieces of a measurement infrastructure to work efficiently toward a common task. To enable co-
ordination, Ark employs a new implementation, called Marinda, of the tuple-space coordination
model first introduced by D. Gelernter in his Linda coordination language [28, 29]. A tuple space is
a distributed shared memory combined with a few easy-to-use operations. The tuple space stores
tuples, which are arrays of simple values (strings and numbers), and clients retrieve tuples by pat-
tern matching. When acting as a communication channel, the tuple space supports one-to-one and
many-to-many communication. Decentralized measurement processes execute autonomously at
each monitor, communicating as needed, for example, to trigger further measurements or analy-
ses based on locally observed events. Because the tuple space abstraction is easy to use, and the
implementation shields client software from complexities of network communication and faults,
Ark lowers the barrier to deploying sophisticated distributed measurements.

The tuple space also provides shared state, which allows for decoupling of measurement pro-
cesses in time and space. That is, processes reading and writing to the tuple space can have non-
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overlapping lifetimes (decoupling in time) and need not know the identity, location, or even exis-
tence of each other—tuples are not addressed to a recipient (decoupling in space). These qualities
allow dynamically changing, open-ended sets of participants over the course of each experiment
and the ability to decompose a complex measurement task into phases (by storing intermediate
results in the tuple space) or into a cooperating set of processes having distinct duties.

2.3 Measurement services

Another distinguishing feature of Ark is its support for measurement services. We want to make
it easy for researchers to use and to build on the work of others at the granularity of services. This
approach has already taken hold on the Internet in the form of web services, technologies like
XML-RPC and SOAP, and in enterprise systems in the form of the service-oriented architecture
(SOA). In Ark, this built-in support for services is enabled by the tuple space, a unified mecha-
nism for transport and messaging (in the terminology of the web services protocol stack). More
concretely, a user can easily deploy a measurement service by simply writing a program that in-
terprets tuples as commands, performs some measurement, and returns the result as a tuple. To
illustrate the power of this abstraction, we have implemented a traceroute and ping service that
runs on each deployed monitor. With this service, a user connected to any node in the infrastruc-
ture can easily initiate ad-hoc, on-demand measurements from any local or remote monitor.

We are using the same approach to implement support services, such as to: (1) map IP ad-
dresses to prefixes and ASes, (2) randomly generate a destination matching some criteria, (3) check
destinations against a system-wide no-probe list, and (4) choose a vantage point based on monitor
attributes such as location and capabilities.

3 Projects now supported by the Ark infrastructure

In this section we highlight the Ark infrastructure’s six major contributions to Internet science
thus far: (1) a comprehensive longitudinal dataset of macroscopic IP topology data, annotated
with operational characteristics, with associated services to help interpret or process the raw data;
(2) regular updates of annotated AS-level graphs; (3) a rigorous comparison of the effectiveness
of Internet topology probing methods, which directly informed future measurement; (4) the first
macroscopic IPv6 active measurement topology data set ever made available to researchers; (5) a
study of the effectiveness of IP address alias resolution methods in constructing accurate Internet
router-level maps; (6) a network hygiene assessment of how many networks allow forged packets
to exit or transit their infrastructures. Section 4 describes how we will enhance some of these
projects, as well as provide support for new types of experiments on the Ark infrastructure.

3.1 Annotated macroscopic IPv4 topology data

The Ark infrastructure collects our most comprehensive and scientifically generative active data
set – the IPv4 Routed /24 Topology Dataset [30] – by systematically measuring IP-level paths to a
dynamically generated list of IP addresses covering all /24 prefixes in routed IPv4 address space.
In July 2009 alone, we collected nearly 300 million traceroutes in 119 GB of traces. Over the lifetime
of Ark, from Sep 2007 to present, we collected more than 4 billion traceroutes in 1.6 TB of traces.

For scalability, resilience, and etiquette, we group monitors into 3 teams of about 13 monitors
each and use the Marinda tuple space to dynamically distribute measurement tasks among team
members. This parallelization allows us to obtain a traceroute measurement to each routed /24’s
(i.e., the full routed address space subdivided into /24’s, or 7.4 million /24’s) in about two days.
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We perform traceroute measurements using Matthew Luckie’s scamper, a flexible active mea-
surement tool supporting IPv4, IPv6, traceroute, and ping. Scamper implements TCP-, UDP-, and
ICMP-based traceroute measurements, including the Paris traceroute variants [31, 32]. Our exper-
iments now use ICMP Paris traceroute,which a recent Ark-supported experiment (described in
section 3.3) found to be the most effective topology probing method [33].

3.1.1 DNS annotations

In response to requests from users, we now execute DNS lookups of all IP addresses seen in the
IPv4 Routed /24 Topology Dataset. We use a customized bulk DNS lookup service that is capable
of millions of DNS lookups per day. We attempt DNS lookups as soon as possible after we collect
topology data (within 1-2 days) so that the DNS meta-data better matches the state of the Internet
at trace collection time. This collection system yields two datasets: 1) a simple IP-to-hostname
map and 2) raw DNS query/response traffic generated by the lookup service. The first dataset
is useful for annotating IP topology data with information commonly encoded in router names,
such as geographic location, link capacity, router type (access vs. backbone), and customer net-
work name. The second dataset is useful for studying characteristics of DNS name servers, such
as the penetration of DNSSEC and IPv6. Rigorous analysis of the data might reveal other informa-
tion, such as organizational relationships (backup nameservers can reveal trust and/or hierarchy).
Because we probe every routed /24, this DNS traffic dataset includes a broad cross-section of op-
erational DNS name servers, and likely reveals robustness characteristics of this critical layer of
the Internet architecture, such as extent of redundancy or consolidation over time.

3.2 Derived strategic data sets: router-level and AS-level IPv4 Internet graphs

To satisfy researcher requests for topology data already converted to more usable granularities for
modeling, we have developed services that automatically convert raw IP data to AS-level data,
and will soon be able to convert raw IP data to router-level data. We note that both of these
transforms pose methodological difficulties, which we detail in this section. We try to implement
and support the best techniques in the field to get a broad range of researchers the best available
Internet topology data possible.

3.2.1 Alias resolution to construct router-level maps

The traceroute data described in section 3.1 is a collection of traces, i.e., sequences of IP addresses.
Reconstructing the router-level topology from this data requires grouping IP addresses belonging
to the same router. This grouping process is called alias resolution, and it is essential to accurate
characterization of Internet topology at the router level. Alias resolution is a notoriously hard
problem, with the greatest challenge being validation, because alias inferences must be compared
to information that many network operators keep private for competitive business reasons. Yet
there is tremendous demand by researchers for router-level topology data [18].

We already use the best known alias-resolution techniques on our topology data for a DHS
project. We have looked into ways of improving the accuracy and scalability of existing alias-
resolution techniques and ways of combining these techniques into a unified system that is greater
than its parts. In particular, we have made improvements to the APAR [34] and RadarGun [35]
techniques and made attempts at combining the APAR and Mercator techniques, as implemented
in CAIDA’s kapar and iffinder tools, respectively, as a step toward MAARS, the Multi-Approach
Alias Resolution System [36, 37]. By 2010, we hope to put into production the most successful
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combination of techniques on the IPv4 Routed /24 Topology Dataset, maximizing its utility to
researchers of router-level maps.

CRI funds would allow us to share our router-level topology data and to validate these alias-
resolution techniques across a large cross-section of the Internet. We propose to address the vali-
dation problems by developing and deploying an easy-to-use web-based visualization/validation
interface to our alias inferences that will lower the barrier for willing network providers to vali-
date the data (see section 4). Since alias resolution is still an active area of research, we will also
include as part of our workshop series (section 6) a session on comparing methods with a set of
collected ground truth data, using a new tool we propose to build in section 4.2.

3.2.2 AS-level Internet topology maps

From traceroute data we create another derived and increasingly popular data set: an AS-level
topology map. Using BGP tables provided by Route Views [38], we map the IP addresses in gath-
ered IP paths to the AS numbers that advertise the longest IP prefixes matching each IP address.
If two consecutive IP hops in a trace resolve to different ASes, we interpret it as a link between
these ASes. The set of these links constitutes an AS-level topology graph.

As with alias inference, AS-level inferences are still an active and unresolved area of research [39],
and mostly blocked on the same problem: validation against ground truth data. A particularly
puzzling question regards the continual accumulation of AS links as inferred from all traceroute-
based topology measurement projects. The AS graph also undergoes densification: the average
degree increases. These unexplained (and questionable) growth characteristics imply the need –
but no algorithm – to filter false AS links, as well as to determine the appropriate windowing in-
terval to create a representative AS graph. We know a few minor causes of false AS link inference
(the use of AS-sets, private ASes, multi-origin ASes [40]), some of which can be filtered out. But
the discrepancy is greater than these BGP idiosyncrasies can explain. Continuous measurements
also discover new IP addresses at a constant rate, for up to several months, due to BGP dynam-
ics [41]. The link accumulation question remains open – and important – since even BGP topology
measurement projects want to integrate (trusted) traceroute data [42].

Unfortunately, AS-level cartography is even more complex than router-level. Reproducing
only the raw Internet topology is insufficient; useful modeling must also capture and reproduce
node and link annotations [18]. Thus, as with our DNS annotations for IP addresses, we aug-
ment the AS-level graphs with annotations, categorizing links and nodes in ways that empiri-
cally ground as well as facilitate formal analysis of the graph. AS node annotations may label
different types of ASes, e.g., large or small Internet Service Providers (ISPs), exchange points, uni-
versities, customer enterprises, etc. [43, 44]. AS link annotations represent business relationships
between AS nodes, e.g., customer-to-provider, peer-to-peer. To infer these AS relationships, we
use techniques developed at CAIDA based on multi-objective optimization [45], which heuristi-
cally balances inference decisions to minimize known errors. We plan to operate Ark using the
best available techniques for both router-level and AS-level inferences, and will focus a session of
workshops on performance comparisons and deployment of innovations in these processes.

But, also as with alias inference, methodological issues with AS-level inferences are only re-
cently receiving dedicated research funding. It is the ideal time to enhance our infrastructure with
three things that will help researchers make more efficient progress on these pivotal questions:
comprehensive data sets, a baseline of ground truth data against which to validate, and making
all raw data and scripts available for others to reproduce or improve.
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3.3 Enabled measurement science: probing method evaluation

We have demonstrated that researchers can use Ark to quickly design, implement, and easily
coordinate the execution of experiments across a widely distributed set of dedicated monitors. Ark
coordination facilities also assist researchers with data transfer, indexing, and archiving. Three
researchers outside of CAIDA have succeeded in accomplishing Ark-enabled research.

In early 2008 Matthew Luckie, a collaborator in New Zealand, used his scamper [20] tool on
the Ark infrastructure to study which topology probing method is the most efficient in discovering
the Internet topology. For example, do per-flow load balancers implement different forwarding
policies for TCP and UDP? Archipelago provided a perfect platform for launching this comparison
study, and we co-authored a paper for the IMC 2008 conference [33]. We found that ICMP-based
traceroute methods tend to successfully reach more destinations, as well as collect evidence of a
greater number of AS links. We also discovered that UDP-based methods infer the most IP links,
despite reaching the fewest destinations.

In 2009, Alistair King, a graduate student of Matthew Luckie, used Ark to implement and run
the doubletree topology discovery algorithm [46] as part of his thesis work. Doubletree allows
a set of monitors to more efficiently conduct large-scale topology measurements. The efficiency
is achieved by avoiding redundant measurements of common topology segments near monitors
and near destinations. The Marinda tuple space provided by Ark allowed quick implementation
of the inter-monitor communication and coordination required for doubletree.

3.4 Enabled measurement science: assessment of infrastructure vulnerabilities

IP source address forgery, or “spoofing,” is a long-recognized attack vector resulting from the In-
ternet’s lack of packet-level authenticity. Despite over a decade of filtering and tracing efforts,
attackers continue to utilize spoofing for anonymity, indirection, and amplification. In 2009 we
collaborated with Rob Beverly to extend the scope of his MIT spoofer analysis project [2] to take
advantage of multiple Ark’s vantage points. Approximately 800 active measurement clients sent
various types of spoofed traffic to Ark nodes. Ark nodes forwarded the traffic to the spoofer ma-
chines at MIT, enabling an unprecedented assessment of the prevalence of deployment of recom-
mended network hygiene practices over a wide range of global routes (e.g., commercial, academic,
etc), including path-based analysis and tomography.

Ark made it possible to quickly expand the scope of the spoofer measurements from one mea-
surement receiver at MIT to 30 Ark monitors. The greatest challenge in this expansion was the
task of forwarding spoofer probes received by Ark monitors distributed worldwide to the analysis
server at MIT. However, the Marinda tuple space allowed us to easily implement the near real-
time forwarding of probes in a trivial amount of code (a handful of lines of code) and without the
usual worries of implementing a custom communication layer that is robust to inevitable transient
networking failures. The near real-time forwarding allowed the Spoofer project to provide imme-
diate feedback to end users participating in the study, in the form of a dynamically-generated web
page that the user can browse at the conclusion of his/her measurement run.1

The use of Marinda also opens the possibility of two-way command and control between the
analysis server at MIT and the Ark infrastructure (arbitrary bidirectional communication is one
way in which the tuple space abstraction is different from technologies like HTTP and XML-RPC).
For example, the analysis server might trigger topology measurements on demand (via Ark’s
topo-on-demand service) to perform tomography.

1We encourage the reader to try out Spoofer (http://spoofer.csail.mit.edu).
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In our 2009 study, we found that 31% of clients were able to successfully spoof an arbitrary,
routable source address while 77% of clients otherwise unable to spoof could forge an address
within their own /24 subnetwork. We also uncovered significant differences in filtering depend-
ing upon geographic region, type, and size of network. The data revealed no improvement in
this aspect of network hygiene over four years of measurement, and provided an empirical basis
for evaluating incentive and coordination issues surrounding existing and future Internet packet
authentication strategies.

4 Proposed Infrastructure Development

We are in the early stages of an exciting project, and look forward to the Internet measurement
infrastructure we have built getting substantial use by a broad cross-section of research communi-
ties. Our top infrastructure development priorities are: (1) additional monitors in geographic and
topological areas we lack coverage; (2) improved tools for processing raw topology data, to enable
an unprecedented range of Internet mapping research while reducing the burden on individual
researchers and students to achieve results. (3) enhance and develop new software modules to
support new types of experiments and validation. We propose annual workshops to collect, syn-
thesize, and plan implementation of feedback on infrastructure operation (see Section 6). We will
also create packages of data about connectivity, routing and latency gathered from a large cross-
section of the global Internet, targeted for use in the classroom.

4.1 New hardware to be acquired

We propose to deploy 8-10 new active measurement Ark monitors in each year of the project.
We will also upgrade and/or replace existing monitors that fail or become obsolete. We hope to
deploy more monitors in underrepresented areas like South America and Africa in order to obtain
greater insight into the connectivity of these emerging economies.

To meet the data needs for this project we will purchase a data server (dual-core 3GHz, 16 GB
RAM, 2TB storage), a compute platform capable of handling complex computations on large AS
and router-level graphs (quad-core 3GHz, 32GB RAM, 6TB storage) and a fast network switch to
connect these devices to the rest of our infrastructure.

4.1.1 Integration with existing infrastructure

The new monitors acquired with CRI funds will organically extend the capabilities of the existing
Ark infrastructure and thus will increase the value of the significant investments already made
into the infrastructure. We have well-developed and efficient processes for building, configuring,
and deploying new monitors to locations throughout the world and for quickly integrating new
nodes into ongoing measurement activity.

Ark’s current application footprint does not require substantial memory, disk, or computa-
tional resources. We do fine with extremely modest hardware configurations: 400MHz Pentium
II’s with 128 MB RAM. Most Ark monitors run versions of the FreeBSD open source operating sys-
tem software, with a few running the Linux open source software. In addition to easily integrating
new monitors, Ark’s modest hardware and software configuration requirements and small appli-
cation profile have allowed us to easily integrate re-purposed hardware infrastructure from past
NSF funded projects [7, 5], further leveraging those prior investments.

The proposed data and computational servers will provide the necessary boost in our ability
to store and process the increasing amounts of data we expect to collect from the additional de-
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ployments of new monitors and the increased scope of measurement activity on Ark, and will
allow us to work at a level of efficiency that ensures availability and timely delivery of data to the
research community.

4.2 Software and data modules to support new types of research

Our infrastructure developments focus on enabling new and heretofore impossible macroscopic
Internet measurement experiments.

• In addition to creating an API for external researchers to use our bulk DNS service, we will
also improve performance to handle increased data sizes.

• We will (finally) be able to develop a module to link topology data to global BGP (inter-
domain routing) data, requested by many researchers over the years and again at our most
recent workshop [18], where we had a breakout session to develop a strategy for tying Ark to
BGPmon [47]. Integration with a source of BGP data such as BGPmon or RIPE RIS [48] will
transform Ark into an instrument for studying not only topology, but also Internet routing
dynamics, and their impact on observed topology structure.

• We will implement new visualization software module to support improved presentation
as well as validation against ground truth, recognized by the community as the most per-
sistent and daunting methodological problem for topology researchers [49, 18]. Inspired
by simple but successful web-based interfaces for coaxing ground truth about network in-
frastructure out of its operators, we are designing a visualization tool that will not only
reveal insights into inter-domain topology, but also provide performance information useful
to both operators and researchers. Figure 3 shows a mockup of our new AS Relationship vi-
sualization and web-based validation interface to the data used to create it. We have found
that the existence of a clean visualization creates an incentive (i.e., easy method) for opera-
tors to correct our data, since it provides them a understandable view of their network. The
visualization will also benefit us and others with understanding the data.

• We will consolidate, refine, and generalize our tool set for active measurement workflows.
The workflow covers the many activities surrounding the actual execution of a measure-
ment. In order to conduct a measurement, researchers must compile their tools on multiple
target operating system versions (Linux and several FreeBSD versions), distribute tools and
input data to monitors, start and stop measurements, monitor progress, download data, and
process data in preparation for analysis. Many of these tasks are common to a large class of
measurements, and we have a collection of scripts to automate most of them, but work is
needed to produce a more accessible complete system for Ark users.

• We will implement an additional measurement engine called mper based on scamper that
will be useful for parallel low-level dynamic measurements. This engine will supplement
scamper rather than replace it, supporting low-level probes that scamper does not support,
that need precise control over probe spacing and timing, and that need to react more swiftly
and dynamically to probing responses than scamper allows. Scamper will continue to serve
as the operational measurement engine.

5 Research enabled by the infrastructure and data

Ark and the data sets it generates have already improved our ability to conceptualize, visualize,
and formalize observations of the Internet’s behavior, structure, and evolution, as well as sup-
port study of broader network science questions. Section 3 reviewed how Ark enabled our own
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Figure 3: Mockup of validation interface to CAIDA’s business relationships between IPv4 ASes.

measurement research and collaborations, but a broadly based research community has also ben-
efited from our active topology measurements for over a decade. Our web site has a list of known
publications by non-CAIDA authors that make use of CAIDA data [50]. To summarize the 18
papers listed (a lower bound since reporting is not enforced), the AS Relationships Data has sup-
ported research on: routing on overlay networks; routing policy violations; and network security.
Researchers have requested and downloaded topology data to support research in the areas of:
modeling IPv4 and IPv6 AS-level topology and BGP behavior; alias resolution and router-level
topology discovery; improving anycast implementations; new metrics for describing scale-free
networks; evaluating router responsiveness to probes; peer-to-peer system scalability; improving
visualization of complex systems; geolocation; modeling of delay; improved traceback for net-
work attacks; and improved packet marking/filtering. Gunes and Sarac [51] analyzed router
responsiveness to measurement probes using data from our previous infrastructure (now inte-
grated into Ark), specifically ”ten sets of ICMP traceroute path traces from CAIDA’s skitter web
site, the only source we are aware of publicly providing periodic historical topology data.” [51]

Our Internet topology data supports not only the networking but also the physical science
communities [52], many of whom use results of Internet topology measurements, although they
acknowledge unresolved methodological issues with the data [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62,
63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 35, 71, 72]. We also get requests for topology data from the simulation
community, stock market analysts (who were interested in characterizing infrastructure stability),
geolocation researchers, and others.

Our infrastructure has also revealed important unresolved methodological issues for topol-
ogy analysis detailed in Section 3, which we have designed our proposed enhancements to most
efficiently study. Most early Internet topology analysis and modeling used BGP rather than tracer-
oute data, for its ease of interpretation and use. Several researchers have independently shown
that BGP-based topology measurements yield results [39, 73, 74] that differ from those based on
traceroute-based measurements [7, 1], due in part to unvalidated alias resolution techniques. Oth-
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ers, most recently Bush, et al. [75] have demonstrated that BGP observation points are also poor
indicators of prefix reachability, since: (1) they tend to be closer to core locations of the Internet
and thus underestimate propagation of prefixes and miss peripheral links; and (2) the surprisingly
common use of default routing – not only at the edge but in transit providers – sheds doubt on the
accuracy of solely BGP-based inferences.

We agree that both control-plane and data-plane measurements are needed to study the most
fundamental questions about the Internet’s structure, dynamics, and evolution. By coupling
Ark’s data-plane capabilities to a BGP monitoring infrastructure, we enable more powerful aggre-
gated data sets, including annotations about which paths are observably used, allowing validation
across disparate data sources as well as against our ground truth data sets.

5.1 New research enabled by this infrastructure

We provide examples of expanded boundaries of research enabled by our proposed enhancements
to CAIDA’s active measurement infrastructure. Resource limitations will prevent us from support-
ing all of these simultaneously; we will use the workshops to review and prioritize experiments
as a community.

1. Improved topology discovery techniques, such as more efficient probing algorithms [76],
or probing techniques that exploit information about clustering or subnets to limit measure-
ment overhead [77, 72].

2. Validation of topology inferences, by allowing for regular updates of ground truth corre-
sponding to inferred information, recognized for years as one of the research community’s
biggest problems. Recent regulations requiring peering related data for use of U.S. govern-
ment funding [78] render it more likely than in the last two decades that some providers will
be providing this data [79], but there is still no technology to support efficient provision and
protected sharing of the data. We are developing visualization tools to address the efficiency
goal (see figure 3) and our privacy-sensitive framework to address data protection [80].

3. More accurate continuous topology coverage analysis. We (CAIDA) will be able to expand
the range of data sources our AS Ranking system uses to infer AS business relationships. The
system ranks ASes by their location in the hierarchy [81, 82], specifically how many IP pre-
fixes they or their customers advertise using information collected by the BGP archives. We
currently limit ourselves to information collected by Routeviews [38] and RIPE NCC’s [48]
BGP archives, which miss many AS links present in the Internet. By including data collected
by our Ark monitors, we will be able to increase our overall coverage and the accuracy of
the resulting AS ranking inferences.

4. Discovery of metric structure underlying Internet topology. One of the key differences
between Internet maps extracted from BGP and traceroute measurements is the strength
of clustering, i.e., the number of triangular subgraphs [70]. A recent CAIDA study [83]
provided evidence that clustering appears to not only reflect some metric structure under-
lying the Internet (and other complex networks), but actually improve its navigability, i.e.,
the ability to efficiently find paths without knowledge of the complete global topology [84].
Accurately capturing clustering characteristics of the network will help discover its metric
structure, which may allow radically improved Internet routing efficiency [85].

5. Detection of traffic filtering. Various types of traffic filtering, including address-based and
port-based, can only be diagnosed with a combination of active measurement and the in-
volvement of a cooperating remote site. For example, filtering of unallocated address space
(a.k.a. bogon filtering) is somewhat prevalent, but when filters are not kept up-to-date
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they cause connectivity problems for newly-allocated addresses [86, 87]. Detection of port-
blocking is another research area limited by the lack of a large-scale infrastructure to help
identify and assess the extent of stale or questionable filtering. Ark can play a role by either
receiving probes sent by participating end users (similar to the Spoofer experiment described
in section 3.4), or by sending out specially-crafted probes to end hosts to test reachability and
other properties.

6. Longitudinal studies of router-level Internet. Last year Dhamdhere and Dovrolis pub-
lished a study of the historical behavior of the AS-level Internet [88], using BGP data to pro-
vide a historical perspective on the AS-level Internet ecosystem. Completing such a study
for the router-level ecosystem is a much grander challenge, but one with substantial payoffs
for network science as well as national security. Statistical models for growth of the AS-level
Internet will also benefit from historical data that links observed paths with BGP-based ob-
servations [89].

7. Support for research into future Internet architectures. Without applied studies of real-
world Internet behavior, researchers will be examining future Internet architectural research
questions in a vacuum [90, 91, 92]. Ark provides an opportunity to test and refine hypothe-
ses about how the current Internet operates. Our new modules for integration with other
sources of data as well as external validation of measurements and inferences against re-
ported reality will help to balance the inevitable trade-off between fidelity and utility of
network models [92].

8. Support for network science. Ark directly addresses a short-term call in the Network Sci-
ence and Engineering Council’s recently published research agenda [92], namely to improve
the quality of measurement-driven research in the computer networking community. Our
proposed scope of work also addresses the report’s long-term call: using the results of In-
ternet research to improve the quality of measurement-based research in other domains of
network science. Sustainable funding for large-scale measurement instrumentation past the
span of a given funded research project has eluded the Internet research community, which
has inhibited progress in development of an empirically grounded network science agenda.
This CRI will directly address this gap, contributing a measurement platform as well as vital
data resources to the creation of an underlying discipline that formalizes our observations
and understanding of large-scale, complex networked systems [92].

6 Community development: workshops

In response to overwhelming positive feedback about our Active Internet Measurement Work-
shop (AIMS) in February 2009 [18], we will coordinate a series of annual workshops to discuss
operational problems, research results, and future plans. We will also use these workshops to dis-
cuss and document community strategies and standards for collection, archiving, and use of data,
including data sets that are incomplete and/or overwhelmingly large [92]. Building on our pre-
vious workshops on Internet topology measurement [15, 49, 18], we will pursue open discussion
on best practices and guidelines to promote a diverse respected field of Internet active measure-
ment research. In response to an explicit recommendation at the AIMS workshop, we will also
help facilitate interaction between Internet researchers and Institutional Review Boards (IRB) that
overview and regulate human research activities at individual institutions [18], by for example
posting copies of our own IRB applications [93].

In the first year of this project, CAIDA will host a workshop focused on measurement needs for
validation of modeling and simulation, bringing together researchers, preferentially graduate stu-
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dents, with measurement experts and operators at Ark hosting sites who can provide insights into
collected measurements. We will organize the two-day workshop with topics primarily relevant
to Ark hosting sites on day one and topics relevant to researchers on the other.

In year two we will hold a workshop to introduce and gather feedback on the first version of
the data correlation tools we develop for this project, including discussing which formatting and
post-processed forms of the data are most useful to the researchers. We will also explore structured
data-sharing frameworks such as perfsonar [94] and RIPE’s INRDB [95] as possible intermediate
layers between measurement data and the applications that need it.

In year three our workshop will discuss technology transfer possibilities such as spin-off capa-
bilities of Ark-based technology. One option is development of a stand-alone Ark measurement
tool kit that allows sites that do not host an Ark monitor to run topology measurements and gener-
ate HTML-based reporting of statistics characterizing a network’s reachability and performance,
e.g., path length, RTT ranges, AS and IP dispersion graphs [96]

Each year’s workshop will include discussion of how to assess the needs of the researchers
and how we can enhance our infrastructure to support these needs. These workshops will provide
an opportunity to present research using the data collected from the infrastructure, get feedback
on operational idiosyncrasies of the data, and discuss new or changing measurement needs to
support validation tasks for the following year.

7 Quality of service metrics and evaluation
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Figure 4: The Number of data access registrations for
each six month period. Most registrations occur at the
beginning of the school year, with a stark increase in
the number of registrations between the last half of ’07
and ’08 for both AS relationships and Ark’s IPv4 All-
Pref24 ASlinks. The decline of skitter’s aslinks reflects
the fact that skitter was discontinued and researchers
are typically interested in recent data.

CAIDA’s public data sets show regular and
consistent usage by the research community.
Figure 4 shows the number of unique users of
our public, non-restricted topology datasets.
Since we do not require users to provide this
information in order to download these data
sets, these numbers represent a lower bound
on the number of downloads.

CAIDA makes other data available to aca-
demic researchers and US government agen-
cies as well as organizations that partici-
pate in CAIDA’s membership program. We
maintain data distribution services available
via the web to serve data to vetted users.
When users request data via a web form
they receive immediate automated acknowl-
edgment of the request and are subscribed
to a corresponding mailing list. Our Data
Administrator generally responds to data re-
quests within 48 hours, at most within a
week. CAIDA staff also regularly respond to
questions sent to data-info@caida.org. Table 1 shows statistics on CAIDA’s responsiveness to 1,219
requests since 2003, including both accepted and rejected requests.

CAIDA maintains several mailing lists of researchers who have requested our data as well as a
public list for general announcements regarding CAIDA data. These mailing lists give us a direct
communication channel for feedback from our user community. Figure 5 shows the statistics of
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our data-related mailing list subscribers by top-level domains.
Per our usage agreements for each protected dataset, wePct. Total Resp. Time

36% 439 within 1 day
61% 625 within 2 days
89% 1090 within 1 week
98% 1192 within 1 month

Table 1: Responsiveness to data re-
quests since 2003.

conduct periodic (at least annual) surveys of our data users
to request a summary of research results. We also solicit feed-
back on the usability of our datasets, any difficulties users
had with the data, and what new datasets researchers would
like to analyze. Resources allowing, CAIDA makes custom
datasets available to researchers with special requests such as
higher resolution timestamps for our traces.

The workshops described in section 6 provide an even
more direct feedback on how to assess needs of researchers and how we might enhance our in-
frastructure to support these needs.

8 Why CAIDA is the most appropriate team for this project

CAIDA represents a unique combination of relevant experience, talents and facilities necessary
to achieve the proposed goals. CAIDA is recognized as a world leader in Internet measurement
and data analysis, and has provided several landmark studies of Internet performance, workload,
and topology issues [97]. CAIDA personnel has years of experience in development, implemen-
tation, and evaluation of measurement infrastructure, as well as with anonymization and analysis
tools for the gathered data. CAIDA’s long-standing trust relationships with many Internet service
providers and equipment vendors facilitate monitor deployment, verification of measurement re-
sults with ground truth data, and informed analyses.

To technical, operational, and policy communities, CAIDA is among the most trusted sources
of measurement tools and analyses. CAIDA is an active participant in the PREDICT project, which
aims to provide protected datasets to cybersecurity researchers.

We also pursue the reuse of social infrastructure which aids considerably our efforts to main-
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tain hardware in the field. A portion of our labor goes toward maintenance of the existing servers
and remote monitors. We leverage donations of power, cooling, and rack space but most im-
portantly much of our progress comes via contributions from volunteers offering remote hands.
These contacts usually happen organically and emerge from interest in experiments that demand
global collaboration and stem from a desire to become part of a scientific community working to
better understand the Internet through measurement.

Housed at the San Diego Supercomputer Center, the University of California San Diego, this
project will contribute to the development of the innovation economy and future economic se-
curity through the involvement of five professional researchers developing educational materials
with the data from this project. Moreover, the long term impact will be the generation of new
knowledge and possible development of new ideas, technologies, and devices adding a potential
to generate new companies and more jobs. Note that UCSD has a proven track record with faculty
who have started 193 new companies which have generated nearly 130,000 jobs.

This proposal also meets the challenge set out by the President and Congress to stimulate the
economy through job creation. An immediate impact within CAIDA is keeping seven persons
employed. Additionally, a wider impact for the San Diego region can be estimated using method-
ology from a recent evaluation of UCSD role in the local and global economy developed by CBRE
Consulting, Inc. [98]. The CBRE report shows that for every $1.00 the campus spends, an addi-
tional $0.92 in spending occurs in San Diego County. They also estimate that every $170,000 of
UCSD spending generate one new job (not counting UCSD employment) in San Diego County.
Therefore, approximately 12-13 jobs will be added locally as the result of this project.

CAIDA has a strong record of integrating diversity into our activities. Since 1999, the compo-
sition of our 90 paid interns has included 25 females, 21 Asians and 4 Hispanics. Our 25 volunteer
interns in that same period have included one female, and 5 Asian students. Geographic diversity
of our data user community is even wider, as shown in Figure 5.

9 Management Plan

Throughout the project we will emphasize support for external researchers wishing to run exper-
iments on Ark. We will provide data storage, analysis tools, Internet measurement expertise and
advice, and a system for continuous feedback to improve the operation of our experimental infras-
tructure and to increase user satisfaction. The labor effort includes: 1) maintenance and support
of the central server and remote monitors, 2) integration and deployment of new monitors and
coordination with remote sites, 3) integration of data and compute servers, and network switch,
4) software development including bulk DNS queries, interactive visualization, and integration
of real time routing data, 5) curation, archival and distribution of the data, 6) development of
supporting documentation, web pages, surveys, and educational materials, and 7) organization
of annual workshops and publication of resulting reports.

CAIDA personnel will be responsible for accomplishing all proposed tasks. The detailed
project timeline follows. Note that the submitted budget will support a full-time effort for only
one system administrator, and only part-time effort for the other five researchers involved, so we
spread some of the proposed tasks, particularly software development, over longer intervals than
they would otherwise require.

9.1 Year 1.

1. Hardware additions
• Integrate 10 new Ark monitors into Ark platform – full year.
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• Acquire fast network switch, upgrade and re-configure CAIDA network – 1st quarter.
• Acquire a new data server and put it into production mode – 3rd quarter.

2. Software development
• Implement mper measurement engine – 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quarters.
• Design interactive visualization to support validation with network operators – full

year.
• Conduct a pilot study on integrating Ark topology measurements and real-time routing

data – full year.
3. Communal activities

• Develop project web pages and post updates on data collection status, list ongoing Ark
experiments, and other project-related information – 1st quarter.

• Develop a web-based survey to assess the level of user satisfaction and to provide a
communication channel between users and CAIDA personnel – 2nd quarter (to have
results available for discussion at the workshop).

• Organize a workshop on measurement needs for validation of modeling and simulation
– 3rd quarter.

9.2 Year 2.

1. Hardware additions
• Integrate 10 new Ark monitors into Ark platform – full year.
• Acquire a new compute box for AS relationship and AS ranking calculation, put it into

production mode – 1st quarter.
2. Software development

• Upgrade the code for AS relationship and AS ranking calculations to fully utilize ad-
vanced computational capabilities of a new machine – 1st, 2nd, and 3rd quarters.

• Develop external API to our bulk DNS lookup service – 1st and 2nd quarters.
• Refine mper measurement engine based on experience – 4th quarter.
• Using the interactive visualization and related web forms, collect feedback from net-

work operators regarding the completeness and veracity of data about their networks
– full year.

• Integrate Ark topology measurements and real-time Internet routing data – full year.
3. Communal activities

• Publish the workshop report - 1st quarter.
• Publish our IRB application for active measurement experiments.
• Organize a workshop to introduce and gather feedback on the first version of the data

correlation tools, including on which formatting and post-processed forms of the data
are most useful to researchers – 4th quarter.

9.3 Year 3.

1. Hardware additions
• Integrate 10 new Ark monitors into Ark platform – full year.

2. Software development
• Improve topology mapping techniques based on the feedback received from network

operators – full year.
• Study new visualization techniques for IPv6 topology data – 1st quarter.
• Serve integrated topology and routing data to the research community – 2nd quarter.
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• Develop code to automatically annotate topology data with hostnames – 4th quarter.
• Consolidate, refine, and generalize tool set for active measurement workflows – 2nd

and 3rd quarters.
3. Communal activities

• Publish the workshop report - 1st quarter.
• Based on our experience with external researchers using Ark infrastructure, prepare

guidelines for Internet measurement data sharing – 2nd quarter.
• Organize a workshop to discuss technology transfer possibilities of Ark-based technol-

ogy, e.g., stand-alone Ark measurement tool kit – 4th quarter.
• Widely circulate and publish project results – 3rd and 4th quarters (before workshop).
• Prepare plans how to maintain funding for the developed large-scale network measure-

ment infrastructure after the end of this project - full year.

10 Senior Personnel and Collaborators

The proposed infrastructure supports a broad community of academic researchers who do or plan
to make direct use of the infrastructure to execute their own experiments, make use of the data sets
that result from CAIDA’s existing experiments and diverse end users including network security
and law enforcement and network operators who make use of the data for operational and foren-
sic purposes. People listed as collaborators below plan to make direct use of the infrastructure to
run experiments or to integrate complementary data sets. Many of these collaborators attended
our recent Active Internet Measurements (AIMS09) workshop [18] and helped craft the workshop
final report which describes emerging community consensus on management policy for commu-
nity measurement platforms and how to increase transparency, improve best practices, promote a
diverse and heterogeneous field of Internet active measurement and how collaborative solutions
would maximize the benefit of research at minimal cost.

1. Kimberly Claffy; UC, San Diego; PI
2. Bradley Huffaker, UC, San Diego, Senior Personnel
3. Young Hyun, UC, San Diego, Senior Personnel
4. Emile Aben, RIPE-NCC, Collaborator
5. Rob Beverly, MIT and Naval Postgraduate School, Collaborator
6. Xenofontas Dimitropoulos, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Collaborator
7. Constantine Dovrolis, Georgia Institute of Technology, Collaborator
8. Minaxi Gupta, Indiana University, Collaborator
9. Alistair King, University of Waikato, NZ, Collaborator

10. Matthew J. Luckie, University of Waikato, NZ, Collaborator
11. Dan Massey, Colorado State University, Collaborator
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